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THE GREEN SHEET 

Churchill Downs Selections 
By, John M. Gaver III 

www.johngaver.com 
 
 
Churchill Downs: 2017 Fall Meet 
Second Day: Wednesday, November 1, 2017 
Post Time: 1:00 P.M. Eastern 
Churchill Meet Stats: 11-4-2-4—36%W, 91%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
 
RACE ONE 
(#4)NEAPOLITAN: Back for $30K off solid debut; stalks on the stretch out   
(#1)HARANGUE: Good fit for $30,000, saves ground; bred to handle dirt 
(#7)ARIZONA: At best on this class level; no early lick, will be wide again 
(#5)HOUR CITY: Closer makes his first start for a tag; moves up in the mud 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-1-7-5 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#7)BELTWAY: Likes Churchill & gets a good draw; seven-panels suits   
(#1)AWESOME FU: Improved with blinkers; barn solid first off the claim 
(#6)YOUNG AMERICAN: Rallied into soft splits last time; like rider change 
(#2)SEVIER: Bay moves up on “off” track; on the drop for the Cox barn 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-1-6-2 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#2)LOOKIN FOR EIGHT: Turf-to-dirt, route-to-sprint angles very appealing   
(#5)DUBLINYOURMONEY: Toss last on turf—overlay; Borel dictates pace? 
(#7)MAJESTO: South Florida invader should like the cutback in distance 
(#4)GRAY SKY: In the money in 8-of-11 locally; current form is suspect 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-5-7-4 
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RACE FOUR 
(#11)PEAS AND CARROTS: Has some early lick; class drop on the money 
(#9)WORKTAB: Overcame troubled start in debut; significant class drop 
(#3)DIRTY DIAMONDDEEDS: Seems well-meant out of the box for $15,000 
(#5)DERBY DREAMER: Drops like a bad habit for Maker; has dirt pedigree   
 
SELECTIONS: 11-9-3-5 
 
 
RACE FIVE—OFF TURF (8F, 1-turn main track) 
(#17)DESSERT HONEYS: Closer turns back, needs pace; class of the field 
(#1)INFINITE GRACE: Sneaky good debut effort; tighter, value on board 
(#7)AMERICAN FROLIC: Florida invader should relish dirt, extra distance 
(#8)PADDYS CLASS: Ran well on debut at Kentucky Downs; dirt x-factor 
 
SELECTIONS: 17-1-7-8 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#9)GOAL: Stalker has won three of last four starts; 8.5F in wheelhouse   
(#5)STAR DOG: Late runner gets a 10 lb. break in weights; fits on class 
(#8)AIN’T TOO PROUD: Placed in 7-of-12 starts in ‘17; best on “fast” strip 
(#1A POE)GABRIEL’S CAT: The class drop suits, but he’s better on grass 
 
SELECTIONS: 9-5-8-1A(Part of Entry) 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#8)EASY ATTITUDE: Drop is significant; gets pocket trip with Hernandez   
(#1A POE)MYOSITIS MYSTIQUE: Capable off the shelf; loves flat mile trip 
(#2)OKBYECYA: Fits vs. $16K “three lifetime” foes; likes the local surface 
(#3)VERY ELEGANT: Honest current form; placed in 8-of-13 career starts 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-1A(Part of Entry)-2-3 
 
 
RACE EIGHT—OFF TURF (9F, main track) 
(#12)ECONOMIES OF SCALE: Improving, stretches out; been facing better    
(#10)ANOTHERTEQUILASHOT: Proven at 9F trip; bred to handle the dirt 
(#4)RUNNINWITHTHEWIND: Pedigree is all dirt; moves way up in the slop 
(#9)CAT WALK: At his best on dirt and should love a mile and an eighth 
 
SELECTIONS: 12-10-4-9 
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RACE NINE 
(#7)SUGAR CUBE: Big shot if Valadorna stubs her toe; loves Churchill   
(#1A POE)VALADORNA: Very sharp work tab; chalk holds all the aces 
(#2)TOASTED: Gray always earns a paycheck; moves way up if it rains 
(#5)RUN TO THE BEAT: Love the surface change to dirt; fits on class 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-1A(Part of Entry)-2-5 
 
 
RACE TEN 
(#11)KISS MY NOTE: Solid form on this level; CD record dicey, gets 10 lbs.   
(#8)START A WAR: Pace factor under Santana, Jr.—likes minor awards 
(#3)HONOR THY FATHER: Route-to-sprint angle has appeal; “bullet” noted 
(#4)CATAROUX: Exits open claiming ranks; Borel stays, extra 16th a plus 
 
SELECTIONS: 11-8-3-4 
 
 
  


